Government of India (MHA)
Office of the Commandant
"SASHASTRA SEEMA BAL"
47th Bn SSB, P.O., Sushagpur, Distt. Haria, P.S. Raxaul
Distr. East Champaran, (Bihar)-845305

NO. 304/QM/47th/Bn./SSB/AUCTION FILE/19.20/
DATED:..........................

AUCTION CANCELLATION NOTICE

Please refer to this office Auction notice No. 304/QM/47th/Bn./SSB/Auction /19-20/4329-80 dated 17.03.20 regarding fixation of date and venue of Public Auction in R/O 47th Bn and invitation thereof. Due to the outbreak of COVID-19 and complete lockdown by the Government of India all the movements are restricted, hence all the concern are hereby intimated that the said auction has been postponed till further order. For information and necessary action please.

(Signed)

[Signature]

PRAYABRAT SHARMA
COMMANDANT
UIN 10010054
47th BN, SSB, RAXAUL

Distributions:

01. M/S Gupta Trading, Harunam Mundir, Main Road Raxaul, East Champaran (Bihar)
03. M/S Manish Enterprise, Solutions, 104, First Floor, HariOm Commercial complex, New DakBunglow road, Parra-800001 (Bihar)
04. M/S Kriti Enterprise, Chandan Chowk, M.T. Jhinkaliya, Brabmarpur, Muzaffarpur, Bihar
05. M/S Zoya Trading India, Majumdar Nagar, 4th Road, Bank Road, Bank Chowk Chowk Chandwara, Muzaffarpur, Muzaffarpur, Bihar-842001
06. M/S Shumeen Sports, Bank Road, Raxaul, East Champaran (Bihar)
07. M/S Mojib Traders Mohammad Mojib, Ward 11, Champur, Wajid Haipur, Muzaffarpur, Bihar
08. M/S Sri Hari Steel, Hajipur Road, Patna Road, Muzaffarpur, Bihar-842002
09. M/S Agrawal Enterprises, Suresh Kr Agrawal, Kaunhar Chowk, Belahi Road, Raxaul, East Champaran Bihar - 845305
10. M/S Pawan Enterprise, Chandan Chowk, Near Mahida, P.O. M.T. Barampura, Muzaffarpur
11. M/S Shiv Shakti Trading Company, M.T. Jhinkaliya, Brabmarpur, Muzaffarpur - 842003
12. M/S Ravi Jankit traders, M.T. Brabmarpur, Muzaffarpur, Bihar - 842003
13. M/S Anamika Scrap traders, Samwadi Nagar Road No.9, M.T. Brabmarpur, Muzaffarpur.
M/S Siddarth Automobiles, Brahmapura, Muzaffarpur.

M/S Saloni Enterprises, NH-28B, Maripur, Muzaffarpur.

M/S Latin Enterprises, Chakker Chowk, Muzaffarpur.

M/S Mukesh Automobiles, Zero Mile, Muzaffarpur.

M/S Tribur Enterprises, speaker Chowk, Nampala, Muzaffarpur.

M/S Mukesh Kumar, Maripur Chowk, Muzaffarpur.

M/S Agamal Enterprises, Kauriha Chowk, Bhelahi road, Raxaul, Bihar.

M/S Choudhary sales, Bank road, Lohapatti Market, Raxaul, Bihar.

M/S Mani Man Di Sales & Supplier, Mathura, Bihar.

Copy to:

The Assistant Director (CC), FHQ SSB, New Delhi.

The Assistant Director (Admin), Force HQ, SSB, New Delhi.

The Assistant Director (Prov), FHQ SSB, New Delhi.

All Firs/SHQs/TFs and all SSB Bcos.

The Commissioner, Department of Sales, GST, Raxaul.

The Office-in-Charge, Police Station, Raxaul.

The Branch Manager, SBI, Raxaul.

The Deputy Commissioner, Land Customs Office, Raxaul.

INTERNAL:

All Branches.

All Cosys.

Office Copy.